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ABSTRACT

This paper is a report of the noseedings,and a
synthesis of discussion frOm/a conference on'tht state of basic
skills,in American education held in Racine, Wisconsin, in April
1977: The participants were national educatiOn leaders, including
specialists indifferent curriculum areas, legislators,. public school
!administratbrs, and leaders froi state and national education
organizationS. The group was charged with analyzing requirements for
the development'of competence in,language skills, computing, and
other basics. It was asked to sort out the issues in the
back-to-basics .movement. which calls on educators to give greater
/
emphasis to bdsic skills. The conference participants discussed the
fundamentals'ofistpdent development, such, as fostering ,creativity,
,social and civic responsibility, economic capability, and,humaneness,
as well as traditional academid skills. This report 'concludes with a
discussion of evolidiag pqlicy on the basics ih education. (Author)
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education at the University of Pennsvl- After laming
vania_01311, Ben 1340dinsky hitchhiked to Washington, D C , and
obtainetNjolEi at the 115 Offltoe of Education writing nevi's releasesat
$1 a year. After several months on the job, his sal'a'ry was' reduced by
15%, when President-Hoover cut all federal salaries When the New
Deal came. Btodinsky received a substantial raise He has been an
active Democrat ever since.
The major part.of.14is professional Career was spent as editor-inchief of Croft Educational Services at New London, Connecticut.
From 1945 to 1970B#odinsky directed The publication of some 32

publications a rhOnth. '
AY present he uses his 200 -yeah-old home in Old Saybrook.,
Connecticut, as his:base for consulting and writing services. Among
his clients are.the Educational Press Association of America, the National School Boar/Is Association. New England School Development
Council, and the; American Institutes for Research in Palo Alto.
In March19/7,,the Ph, Delta Kappan published his'article,"Back
to the Basics: The Movement andJts Meaning. It has.since become
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among Brodinsky's gross annual product are such divers ied
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Foreword

St%

.

On

.

Afiril 25, 1977, i'grbup of national education leaders`met for
three days at Wingspread in Racine, 4 isconsin, to examine the state

of the bast skills in American education. The Meeting was
sponsored by A/W E, A,- (the Institute' kir Development of
se.

Educational Activities, Inc , an affiliateof the Charles F. \Kettering'
Foundation), the Thomas Alva Edison Foundation, and Phi _Delta
,Kappa. The Vvingspread conference center was made available by
The Johnso oundation It is a facittty, conducive to calm thinking
and reas

iscussion.

Partlypan s in the conference, som e 40 in number, included
f specialists in reading, communications, mathematics, and other
areas of the curriculum, legislators, public school adrninistrators
and representatives from higher education, and leaders;from state .
and national agencies concerned with education.
'rite group was charged with analyzing requirements for the development of competence in reading, writinat computing, and
other basic skilplt was asked to sou out the Issas in a movement
that calls upontducators to give greaterempbasis to what has been
labeled "basic skills."
Several participants Were asked to presentiposition papers and
prepared statements. These helped to begin the colloquy But most
of the time was. spent in general sessions for f he efchange of facts*
and ideas or in six small groups that concentriated O single topics.
Small-group leaders'were John Egsgard, athematics, Fletcher
Watson, science, Jeanne Chall, readingAcfm nd Farrell, communications, Stanley Elam, other basics, and N,9r ahDixon, assessment.
-Harold Davis served, as moderator for the g oups.*
tor the names o( all partitipants, see Appendix A
7
1

.

..

The three days were filled' with presentations of detailed facts
.:about student "achievement. with questions and answers about
trends ip education and school practices; with suggestions,
recommendations, and proptts'als that, in turn, are to be considered
.
by the Arne-man people.
This report is not a verbatim record of proceedings It is a synthesis of the separve discussions. It is also interpretive., As an
interpietive reporter, I pave used aiaterial froVermal presen6-

t ions A1/411aformal late-elping chats, from doi.urne'nts prepared for
the conference, from tape recordings orthe.simall- an'a large-grdv
.

sessions, andfitOninformation o toned both before and after tbe
conference.

Ben Brod<ky, reporter

,

.

Old Saybrook, Connecticut
161y, 1977
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BasicsChanging, Spiraling, Fundamental
n theifInal criiriute of the NngspreadCynfererNe, thospeaker who

s Nassto close" t ssaicly notion of 1fie ',basics assumes that -our

schooling system, should be concerned with literacy in words and
tits.
nornpers. It also acknowledges that our educational system bill be
moving toward anoiheAet of triTti. truth, beauty, justice, love, and
Chaacte.grooted passions are required (or the.sursisal of a
_democracy. the want children to be not cTly competent but also
compassionate. in Dag Hamrriarskjold's words, to become truer,
iinder,,gentler, warmer, quieter. bumbler, so that they can become

firmer, stronger, an'd wiser.'

-

-

j

Members of our conference raised their eyes, leaned forward; or
began to write rapidly on their already well-filred.paper pads
. Wrio was this man? \Nasn't he a hardliner on basics throughout
',.;:the conference, espousing the views of ttbsinessrtren and industrialists, stressing the importance of reading, yv Hung, and comPutationr
(He was, inlact, James G. Cook, president of the Thomas Alva Edison
4oundation.f VSas I/ possible that through the alchemy of discussion
of the past three days he--,and moss other participants-7-had moved
`to view the basics ftom new angles?

This assumption is the r4orter's. But it is indisputable that the
comment put a cargtone on the detgiled and factual discussions of
our conference. It also reflected/he trukh that, to our.search for what

was basic in American education,' we moved from one set of
elements to another, jilt as the schools-have moved and are moving
from one set of offerings to others to serve the children more ap-

propriately froth generation to generation.
Above all, the Wingspread conference was concerned with

9s

g

competence in reading, writing. and mathecngics
Conference spent the bulk oThstimeand-e'ner_gy_But

n .thes,e the
en in the first

few hours it became (Ictar that other competencies7Offielunder-

; standingsin short, other basics .required consideration -Survival
br life- coping skills came tipearly as essentials for today's students
The arts of human relations were fervently espoused in nelirly every
sessions The capacity for thinking and problem solving was
supportet, as bask., as were self-esteem and positive self-image, as
aids t'cr-learning.

One of the great educatiOnal documents of our time, The
Cardinal Principle's of Securidao Education, still relev7ant even
though issued in 1918. was- alien invoked
isiffat is (great about ftus 60-year-old statement? The national

commission that wrote it did not offer sure-fire remedies for
on, education and its students It lecognized that educating
the dividual is a complex process in which multiple Acials r'nust be
met oats requiring different types of subject matter The basic
command of "fundamental processes" as the venerated
skills,
of the National Education Association called them,
COITIMISS
y one goal, the second in the list (Health is placed first
The others a worthy home membership, vocation, civic edu_catiolt,
worthy use of sure, and ethical character.) The'docu'ment endures t<
because it recot); es that the school must view die individual as a
totality and.,be co erned with the total personality;
many members of the Wingspread conferThis views inspir
.
reported that the real basic in education is
errcte. One study 'gro
the child. Viie shbuld m e the learner, not the subject matter, the
.focus of our atyenfion. th saidt

constitute

IWithoutvOring from s pain assignment. the Wingspread
ere are disintegrating basics. and
assemblage discerned that
y ed a static, simple society and
_emerging basics, basics that
spiraling basics needed for the namic life of the United States
today and tomorrow
fixed, they are as changing as
For the most part. basicscanhot
the maps of the world,-as our kitchen pliances, as our bar king alid
wage- earning activities Furthermore, hat is basic to the collegq-;
'who will seek a job after
bound student may not be so forthe yo
military,service, or get
graduatiOn (ram high school, ehter
married. Ancil individuals must not be grou led on the lowest rung

,

'

of skills. There must be several levels of basics. So that e'lkh student
can aspire to the next one and the next one after thatas he*

Truth, beauty, and love, and. Dag Hammarskjold's ideas of
humaneness, were not mentioned until theclosingsevion Possibly,

thougT1, thele concepts were in the minds of the participants
throughout the conference, and it is also possible that these ideas
may be the ultimate goals of the friends and foes of the back -tobasics milvementa movement we shall 0( aFnine next

lb

For clams and economy we use the mau uline form of prpnouns throughout this
fastiAtk when no spec ifn gender is unph d Vs foie we rec ugnue thc; trend c11M1as from
this practice we We Liu graceful alternatise 1,Ne hope.the reader will impute no SQ%ISt

Nitors

motives: certainly no sexism isintended

110

The Movers and the

ovem6t-

an adult is in discomfort, wha children do, or don't do,
seems to be especially annoying:
Early rn the 197Qs America had 1 big h adache it wasijust about
that time that a public demand for quiet er schools, more obedieht

When

students, and greater emphasis on readm writing.and arithmetic
became more intense than in previous y rrs
The nightmafrs of Viemam and Wate gate were troubiloz.thF
oanQn. and almost at the same time Amen rrs also began to feel the
pinch of inflation !yid unemployment. The -'pain 'was -furt
intensified by conditions in the'decaying c tes, by briby and 6rru* ption in business and industry, by drugs adult crime, and yo th
vandalism The vital fluids of Am.6can life fuel oil and gasotin
were threatened by rising prices, predicted hortages, and oil spi
"Whenever there is a dislocation in Ame lean society, a reexamof'the calm, mature
ination-of public education iollows," said o
voices,at Wingspread.
People in some sectors of American, soc ety, however, are not

reexamining education -objectively but ,ar accusing it of utter
to`-the basics
failure. They propose 5 slogan remedy "ioa
Newspaper editorials demand that "the Rs must come home
school b rd meetings charge
aga ." flarents attending PTA and
reading,
writing, a d math instruction
that he schools are soft on
headlines
,Tapay. s, citizens, voters,
and u ,ally make the
including,those whro know hOw.to reach thei state legislators, call

for laws to bring a return to the bas-ics Employ s as always are sharp
in their accusations that those entering the lab market are weak in
reading, wreing, spelling,tvork habits, and attit es, Black and other
'minority parents, confident that mastery of iu amontal skills is a
College
way out of poverty and the slums, join m'thesc1,demands
12

11

6

,'

entrance ehimination (Ali( ials and college professors Compfain that,
t heSecondary a boors e sending them student., who read and write
at low levels and are not preparekl for highe'r education
Are the ac,c usattons true? Is a new, strong movement needled? Or

:is this a reaction to painful conditions being experienced by the
countryone of the periodic-publAkroption, against schools :mil
educators so frequent in meric an history, ? Even ii.be Litter, what
can be its positive uses? What might be its dangers?
The men and women who came to \A ingspreacl sought. among

other things, to assess the characteristics of the movement One
obvious

characteristic

of

its

backers

is

their

self-as-s-wance

ObviouNly, some parents. politicians, ministers, school board
members, and, businessmen are not reexamining American ethic a-

consummation devoutly to be wishedbut lre seeking tu,
apply ready-made formulas to the elementary and secondary
schook and make them prevail "BdCk-tobasics proponent's come
IA itlianswers without having studied the questions," said dne V\ mgspread participant:
Other participants, looking deeper. saw a movement born out of.
-the frustration, bitterness, and bewilderment of adults try ing tdc upe
with the octopus of the educational establishment They also

conjectured that the nostalgia of adulthood, not the needs of
/children. often motivates the basics advocates And many at
Wingspread wondered aloud to_w hat extent "tin to basics" is a

lode phrSse for "Let's cut the s(hool budget" and "Let's have law
and order in the Schools," the latter a cover-op for "Let's he more
'obedient Children," "Let's have quiet in thr, classroaom," and The
kids moye,around too much'and ask,too.many questions."
Finally. it was notodtitat bash to basics. although emerging from
the people. not professionals, is not a popular movement Despite
widespread-publicityand the blowitup of insrancesof pour teaching,
the vast majority of parents are not getting on the bandwagop. Two
items are wortbogoting 1) A lawsuit on bvhalf of a ing.le "Peter Doe"

J° against' a board of ,education has been used to dispa?age. the
instruction in reading given to more than 40,000,000 youngsters by
hundreds of thousands oLtoachers 2) An informal survey, made
under the aegis of the New YOrk State School Boards Association,

fo.un,d that neither parents nor- local school boards ''are being
stgnpeded into changes demanded by back -to- basics advocates."
.

13
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;
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'There are, or eQuld be, nowise values in the basics push,
Wingspread part wants believed If so, these would cornefrom the
'programs and pl'ans, the, ,oncepts and principles espoused by the
more thoughtful in the rnosPerrien'j. But, certainly positise values
would n t emerge from demands for stationary desks, the paddle,'
ajtd mindless memorization of outdated facts.
What are\ the major demands of the strict fundamentalists? They
fall into three categories:

Content apd tobject matter Under the furdamentalist plan,
most of the elementary school day would be spent o' n reading.
writing, ariihr9etic, spelling, punctuation, and penmanship Funda- s
mentalistwotijd be happier with geography, civics, and history than
with social stu4ies. They prefer grammar to language arts' Patriotism
is high'on t.heirdistand they applaud ihetnemorization of inspiring
poems and pil'kipatlon in ceremonies honoring flag and cgionttyr
MAny wouldeN"romstall iced in schools." if only the tJ 5 Supreme
Court did nc sfijad in theway, and tIkere titeless in seeking tb reinstitute prayer and BiblO reading in the public classroom
The secondacy schopi da,y would be devoted to English, mathe:

matics, historVistcs,,`scrence (biology, chemistry, physics)the
twditional, 110" disciplines tt?e older generation knew in school
NagrammingAikntences is still rated highly as an aid to writing;,sfdlls
in fast comp+ion and finding squaro roots are musts .n mathe:
matics
Art,- physicA 2e'ducation, nutrition, And possibly other subjects
that have edgOetbeir way muq the elementary and secondary cur:

ncylum should,itay only if they do not detract from the first-line
offerings and take second-line position fOr time, funds: and teacher
assignment.

Nlethotrylog'ylt_tsiinusuarfor a grassroots educational movehods of teaching and
ment to be concerned with dr process and
be taught through
learning, Yet' here W.e.ha r it. Reacting is
phonics Instruction in ar merit and mattnlo 'emphasize compureutation are to dominate teaching and
tational exer'cis'es. Drill
learning. Stiff doses. of homework are highly recommended, Frequent tests are to be the spurs tq learning Report cards are to bear
gradis A. B, C. etc.-7-which are to serve as the clowhingatfievements of education. Pcornotiorfroien grade to grade and graduation
,
.
r,

\
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from high school af e to be permitted only After mastery.of skills and
knowledge has been fiemonstrated through proficiency tests.

Attitudes and behaviors Of equal concern to the strict fundamentalists are 1)sthe relations between student and teacher, and 2).,
the attitude's theb,regard as essentral'for children. Discipline is the

desideratumto be enforced by rules and punishment, including
paddlingifound legal by the U.S.:Supreme Court irit 1977). Dress
codes forloys and girls are good in tat they prorno,te neatness.and

decorumvirtues to be nurtured. Quiet,-order, promptness, and
student obedience are other props of the basics classroomall of.'
ttiese to 4 presided over by teacher autfionty.
To make sure that the basics get first attention, fundamentakts'
Would bar. time-consuming and, to them, fruitless classroom "rap-

ping" between student and student and between student and
teacher. The)) aressuspicious of "methods of inqinry., investigation,
and problerri solving." To be kept out also are the plethora of high

school electives and minicourses, .argix of course, the "social
services" psOvided by the schools-laid these might include
anything from sex and driver education through consumerism and
.
guidance
There were, indeed, "fondamentalists" at the. Wingspread
conference, but their views were not unreasoned or simplistic.
When they spoke, others listened.

tr'N'
15
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Some Kinds of Responses

and charges of the basicsadWhen confronted with the demands
tend to re'spond.eithier with apathy or
vocates, American educators

with comempl. by shrugging off the criticism or by dismissing it
peremptorily. Th`ey may say. "We have never left the basics

-may offer a counter-,slog'an. "We're moving

Or they

with the
,

basics

When the,,rsponse is more substantive, it 'may take the form of
installing some parts of thg laundry list Presented by the strict basics
advocates greater stress On phonics in the priniarY grades,' a,crash
nine-week writing course for seniors, a traditional history course at
the secondary level, a tightening Of thssroom control measures, or
an increase in the number of.patriotic assemblies.
Sorge school districts have decided to cut wider swaths in their,
elementary and secondary curriculaeliminating o' cutting dolein

on recently deseloped courses and subject matterto gain more
and
minutes in the day for reading, writing, computation, grammar,

civics
4A/ery few districts-in the nation have decided to devote an entire

school, orsseyeral schools, to frac or al education. Probably no
basics
more than half a hundred districts have schools that offer the
the more devout fundam ntalrsts Models often cited
as desired by

are to be found in.
Phdadelphia, where 17 schoo (out of some200) hdve taken on
back-to-basics concepts and firactices. An "informational leaf"Acalet for parents" descitbes these scbools as providing an
demics Plus" program that "bolds within eachchild a sense of

responsibility, confidence, pride in accomplishmein, and a

'615

.

positive self-image through proven academic achievement in
." (Academics Plus is also a tag;
a quiet and orderly setting
line used in Oakland, Califorinia.)
Greensville Counts, Virgmiri, which has rejected soct,alpr'omotion, Where every student is required to take a standardized
test twice a year, and no student is graduated from high school
until he has mastered the skills required by, the board of education.
Jefferson County (Louisville), Kentucky. where parents have

petitioned the school system to devote an eler6ntary and
secon"dary school to traditional studies and are reportedly
'
pleasedwith the rtr54,s.
.
Andover, Massachusetts (one school K-6),, Pinellas Cc4iiity,
Florida one school K-5, 240 pupils); Char1,60, North ,Carolina (Myers Park School, K-6,- 500 studenfs);:. Dade Cgiloty,
Florida (seven elementary schools and plans for expansion),
Houston. Texas (several elementary, schools and one high
school).

Pasadena's public school officials have made a near totpl
response. About 92". of the:students are enrolled iri fundamental
schools. "with their very structured bacLto-basics approach," and
83% are in regular,schools, which are "under considerable impact of
the fundamental approach," Only The remaining .5",. af studefits are
separated from fundamentalism, since they are enrolled in'uns,tructured, "alternative studies" classrooms..
The 'quoted phrases come from itamorf C. Cortines, Pasadena's
superintendent Of schools, who brought to Wingspread an inspired
report of his schdol,dissrict's exOrience.
Black and Spanish-surnamed students .dominate the district's
enrollment, and more th-a half the students come from families who
receive some form of welfare or have incomes of less than $8,000 a
year. The pressure for basics came from the ethnic and low-income
families, as well as from elected board of education 'officials characterized as "conservative " Enrollment in fundamental schools is by
parent choice.
Pasadena's five fundamental schools are showcases of back-tobasics .education. There is the erhphasis- on ph'onics, on 'correct
grammatical usage. spelling, punctuation, and 'computational
17
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mathematicsall leame,d by drill and constant reinforcement Art

of skills
and music are not neglected. But first.attentsion is to mastery
enjoyment and to
read
with
ease
and
that allow students later on to
problems Cortines spoke
move.on to increasingly complex math

explained the
with convictibn about teaching patriown. He
their

methods by whiclvPasadena students are taught to appreciate
fundamencountry: :touching on character formation, he said that

stress*.fs responsibility, fairn'els, firmness,
with
consistency. A er-schooj detention is used to help students
reserved
for
exceptional
problems; p dling and.suspension are

talist schoOlin
cases.

effect on
The fundamentalist approach, he said. h3s hadasalutary
school system, "and if t hadlo sum up in one
all aspects of Pasadena's
Monrioring,"°
word w4at,made the difference, that Word wcrld be

He explaina that mbnitoring, from the boa rd Of educatiolilevel.
is carried on through competency, and proficiency examinations,
education.
which ,g,Ae board membert data on the progress of

Principals and teachers can Monitor progressin reading and matheThe
matics by administering Periodic criterion'-referenced. tests.
school
constantly
monitoring
the
entire
superintendent himseji is
brings Cortines to his offich hours before schgol

systema task that

begins each day.
thaltitt American high
A freqUent accusation of school critics-is
do
not
have
the competencies, to
schools turn out graduates who
job-holders,
as
efficichit
producers Ad
function as job-seekers arrd
parene, or indeed as individuals who
wise consumers,,asc;ffizens,
Can survive in tddac's complex society.
deficiencies,"the critics maintain, is the

.

At the bottom of these
incompetence of 'American students in reading, writ; g, and
computing. Critics began to lilok to state legislatures for r Medies
began

earnest.

And at about tfie,middle of the 1970s the pressures
"The pressure on the states was surprisingly strong," C ris Pipho
of the States told Wingspread

of the 'Education Commission
busine'ssmen,
conferees. "Constituents of all typesparents, voters,
They wantedlobby
in
state
after
state.
senior citizensbegan to
they

Igislators. to enact laws.requiring;tuderits to givq evidence that
could Ord, write, and compute at a reasonable level b'efore the
such
re passed out, After Florida and California passed
diplomas
like
a
grass
fire.",
vement caught on
laws° the
T1'

18

The latest tally (June, 197) showed that ,10 states had enacted
legislation, requiring mtrumal competency testing for high school
graduation and grade-to-grade promotion. Rulings from 16 other
state boards of educatiOn required similar actions

t

A score of other stateywere holding legislative hearings or debating bills on this issue throughout 19771t was inevitable that the idea
would spread to the federal level. l.4 S Representative Ronald M

Mottl (D-Ohio) introduced H R 6088 requiring state education
agencies to establish basic standards of eduLitional proficiency for
high school graduation. PrOficiency high schOol graduation plans
would have to be established, according to the Mott! bill, before
'states

could. get funds under the Elementary and Secondary

Education Act.
The language in state measures to test for minimal competency is
*
often simplea simplicity that obscutes the difficulty of
implementation. For example.."High school students must demonstrate an 'abilit to read. write, wind compute at the ninth-grade
level." Some state laws are more speCific but equally hard to implement. Virginia's stemte and rulings'expand requirements Students
must demonstrate functional literacy, including ability to,read, write,
speak, and "work with decquals and percentages to the extent that

they can effectively participate in society as consume." ygmia
also requireg a basic knowledge of the history and culture of the
UniIed States and of the concepts and processes of a democratic
overninent and free enterprise economic system They must also
,,have a Job entry skill. Assessment is la to the Whirny,and consciences
,''t .,of test makers.
'

Note that Virginia's law touches'on what have beta called the .

,,.survival or life-coping skills. -r-a set of basics that marry observers
6."ii,place
on the sameThev el dS the 3Rs Thvrgument is ttiatOile it is vital
to acquire the skills of reading, writing, and arithmetic, it is equally
.,,qssential to know how to apply these skills IQ everyday life.
Here is the way Superintendent William M Kendrick-of Salem,
.',Oregon, explains to parents the need fot life-coping basics in the
,

1974 and 1980s:
I

.

1

.

4,4

,

.

,

I

Our society, with its credit 'cards, inst, 1 llment purchasing, highspeed automobiles, and television, requires different indis,idu.;I skills
than the society of4he 1920s and 1930s.Todayla student needs to be able

1

, to perform real-life tasks such as
it
0::.

read a newspaper. compute gas
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t.,

1

it

change, know
mileage and interest rates, balance a checkbook, make
credo, know the
first aid procedures, complete tax forms, understandwrite
letters for
voting process, use sate working procedures,
applications
eMplovmcini and prepare Joh

the state"
Under Oregon law Salem and ether 'school districts in
regulations requiring/
school
board
policies
and
must put into effect
competencies/
students to prove, through tests, that they have such
indicators"
tha
Salem has developed 35 "competency performance
attendance require
(along
with
credit
and
,a student must meet
school
ments) before he can be graduated frcirn high
heard predictions that more states
The Wingspread conference
.
testin;
will enact laws or institute rulings far minimal competency
state our
will
probably
have
them,
Some
and-thati by 1984 all states
approval f0thorities ire not having an easy time drafting or getting
public
discussion
and
slow legis)(
such measures is witness the long
Sti11.1?1/ingspread
participants
lame action in Connecticut and Iowa
minimal
competency
measures
.
noted that it is easier ,to mandate
than to
require
proficiency
tests
than to implement them' easier to
them as tools for the education of 'America's

construct and use
youth. For one thing, state agencies leave it to local boards of
shall these
education to set the standards for proficiency And what

\tandards he?
,C
yes, but which
"The student must be able to read a newspaper
be able to
of
the
newspaper"'
"Must
newspaper and which part
level of
practices"fine;
but
at
what
demonstrate safe working
asked
about
the
safety shbuld this be? Wingspread participants also
what
Who
should
decide
minimal competency Jnovement
establish'
competencies' Ought to be taught? Who should
and educators agree on a set of
performance standards? Can parents
maxima??
ITynimal competencies? Will the minirtium become the
required by states becoMe.,
111444th. e predominant competencies
Would that lead
competencies required by the federal government?
eventuallyproduce a
curriculum? Will the trend

to,a national

taknow

'"mediocracy;' in which students will say, "If that is all I need
for anything else?"
to get a diploma, why- try harder? Why try
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Toward thb Fundamentals in Subject Matter'

-

l he effort to define what is bas, in American ed,ucation inevitably
leads.to an examination of the durable and lasting aspects of our
schools' offerings anti. services. These ,include a curriculum,
methods, approaches, and edi.4a;1-dnal concepts that have eolved
i.
over more than 200 years As historian Henry Steele Cpmmager has
eloquently put it, our .schools have kept us free They have also
helped produce, a nation ofrunsurpassed technology and military

strength, but one that can als9 legitimately claim high cultural
f

=

,

,

attainmqnt and nistofically unprecedented aspirations fob human
rights'.

,

.

It is this curriculum, -and itslunctioris, that are beihg questidned.

Some few .4pdwiduals" would so change and disassemble the
curriculum , to make it more'suitaPle for a past age than for today
and the future. The more moder'ate voices, however, as only' that
the nonessentials be discarde.d and the wasteful eliminated. They
' would conserve and gnlarge curriculum fundament, is.
_
Separating the essential from the noneSsential was the task, before

the Wingspread conference as it set about reexamining the core
content of American schools aid how it is being taught.
Reading

Bring up the supiect of reading and y.ou bring up more than a
controversial topic It is an emotional issue, a hot potato, a political
' football, a bone of contention, a rallying cry, an obsession. For some
it is the motherhood and apple pie of American school life.
It ictEe- first R. It is the first Concern of some parents long before
the child enters school It has been the center of national rage and a
federal crusade. If has been the focus of research for a century. In
recent decades millions of dollars have been poured into investiga?
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nons, although how much better we are informed about the
illtiyiSteries of reacjmg as a result is not easy, to say

But this is an imontroyertible fact. Reading has always- been a
major concern of school administrators and curriculumdireegors
Usually it is the first or second subect of insznIction in the morning in
all early grades. Hundreds of thousands dflieathers have labored to
produce good readers'. Many teachers resent the charg4 that they
have not taught or are not now teaching the reading skills "We've
never given up and never slackened our efforts in reading
instruction," is the soft reply many grade shObl teachersoffer when
they are accused of forsaking the basics of reading or are emdined to

intensify their it struction For decacips, reading has engaged the
attention of mO're leaders, has claimed more school time, and has received a larger share of the schogl dollar than any other subjecs, in

the curtiouldm,
The charges that the readers the schools produce are, in some
cases, not good eniough may come from sortk parents who will be

satisfied only with the Best for and from their children, "some
employers who always want better skills and higher productivity,

.

.from employees, and some College instructors who wish to teach-a
selected clientele instead of.the,mass of students entering college in
r.ecent,years. Thepublic schools, uncle; pressure to proyide quantity
eduCation, haeppt alWays succebded in providing quality.

Mpreover, for:-some .four.. or five' clecadesVilling with the
1920sreading injruction has been racked by partisanship within
the profession. There were the persuasive, emotional educators r.tho..
insisted that young children shoUld immediately get at the meaning
and understanding of words, these.were opposed by forces, equally
numerous and determined, w ho believed that children should first,

know their letters and the letter sounds, the key; jo decoding
wordsregardless of whether they knew their meaning.
much this struggle damaged the reading ability of a genera-

tion ,of children is uncertain and may never be determined It
probably confused some teachers and kept. th'em from applying a

variety oftechitiques This warfare within the professionand the
_textbook industry.pas exacerbated by the slogan "Johnny can't
read," which in turn inspired Rudolph Flesch's 1950s bestseller, Why
- Johnny 6,0 Read 6

Some Johnnies and Janes couldn'tand car-rtread as well as
22
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some adults expect them to, but the schools were and are not the
only forces responsible Societal factors play a role in the degree to
,which children can succeed in school and in any subject. Consider
two related factors affecting'reading. 1) The number of homes richly;:.
equipped With books.,magazines, and newspapers, inhich adults
pursue reading as a major leisure time activity 'has dropped sharply
in the United Stites, 2) television dominateslhe living sp'ace and
living time of the family.

Aevertheless, the reading performance of American childr.en
and youth formidable. Youngstets in all the first six grades are
doing better in reading, than ever before in history, reading
specialists at Wingspread reported. This success may result fro-rn a renewed empkasis,on reading in many school districts, lengthening of

school' time, devoted to reading, the resolution of the energy-.
sapping debates about the best method" to teach readingthere is
no best . "), and improved instructional materials in reading. It may '
also be due to some of the efforts of Head Start,Tollow Through, and,
irotlicallys,_ to television (Sesam6 Street, The flectr;ic Company), that
same medium which inhibits reading among ear teen-agers.,
Reading ability among Junior high school stur:Qtsis not as highly

developed 4s most educators wduld wish. puberty combined with
such societal factors as television may cause a drop in reading scores
at this age at the pr6e.rit time But the picture improves as the teen{

agers progress thrpugh schools. Recent national assessment data
show that 87", of the natiop's'17-year-old students are functionally
literate, that is, they areable to read material necessary to function in
American society, material such as newspapers, instructibiist and
driver license tests. The peicentage goes up as high as 91%Jn the
nation's central region and down asiow as 80% in the Southeast.
The results do not satisfy.e.i,eryone. lyey imply that U.S. schools
have to do better what they have teen doing all along:.,
The Wingspread panel on reading proposed the following guidelines for school and home to direct activities that would assure a
mastery of reading

Decoding is the first skill to be taught to the begrnriing
Decoding, or sounding out sy Ilahles and words, is useful throughoin

&student's lifetime. New wordsfor instance, names of new count, tries and new trouble spotscan be read only through decoding.
Thus the panel on reading tiltedstoward the use of phonics and a
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code approach in the initial teaching of reading to the kindergartner and first-grader

Compreh,ension is a skill whit h must be des eloped almost at the
held must know and
same time as decoding Even the youngestconveying
Lingering
understand the message the printeds page is
deadly to the
syllables
and
"blends"
can
be
too long over nonsense
ehild'S interest in reading. Neithey parent nor teacher can be satisreading Only as the child's
fied for a moment that decoding means
4
and phrases is he on
eye and mind light up at the meaning c4ssolds
his way toward comprehension.
The rate of reading must be a concern far the pupil, teacher, and

parents. Taking ipordinate amounts of time to read a page is
evidence that the pupil has not mastered the skill Speed reading is

probarily not desirable for the eJementary and secondary pupil, but a
reasonable rate of speed (whichanay includescanning and skimming
the
plus a slow, cdntemplative absorption' ofacertain sentences) is
mark of a good reader
Reading as a skill in studying is' different from reading forielsure-

and enjoyment Different subjects history, science, math, for ex-

arnprerequire applik,eon of different reading skills These must
and can be learneiT
-Ability to decode a printed wardthe first and very rudimentary
door
skillOnly opens the door to the basics of reading. Behind that
the
The
pupil
can
reach
these
only
as
Ire the joy and profit of reading
towardAigher
standards
of
comprehension,
school and home lead
enriched vocabularies, adequate reading speed, and, above all, touseful
ward an aspiration to read material that isplogressively more
student
must
keep
and more inter,estin To reach such standards the
love
it.
on reading, and to cep on reading he must
influence play a part. When
This is where e home and family
theftchildren
with
books
and magazines, and
parents surrou

reading. they set the stage
when they the elves show enJoymedt in
and provide the modelS for reading by children.
The Wingspread paiiel stressed that every teacher, at every grade
reading
and'in everysubiect, must provide practice and inculeatethe
As
one
oarticipard
said
habit. But the home must also, do its part.
"VVIien Johnny or Jarje is weak in

during ao informal conversation
sonte irate parents call the teacher and the_principal
Turning off the TV set might be the better step."
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Communication
Even the note to the milkman. one a frequent home exercise in
,
,

written communication, has gone with the 'milkman The pencil.
Pen, w Hunt paper, and typewriter are being displacednot totally
but largely bythe telephone, the tape recorder, and the ubiquitous
greeting card,
Writing, the second R ancriNvioAy consider the attribute of
an educated person, i3 today a weak and wobbly art Invention and
new modes of communication ere largely responsible for this The
businessman, statesman, and factory worker wishing to send a message reach Rot for pencil and paper biit for Wei telephone.
.The school has reflected this decre'aed concern with and use of
writing in the home, office, and Workshop Today 's,youngsters have

,rouble putting sentences together on paper Repeated national
assessments of student achievement show that only the 9-).ear-olds

are holiling their own or showing -improvement irk writing, compared with children whose abilities were measured in 1970
The writing performance of 13-year-olds exhibits awkwardness
primitive. There is a
and a simplicity of expression bordering on
notable decline in coherence in all teen-age writir4thewritingof
17- year, -olds nearing high school gradifatiqn showsret.ent
tion. Speculation as to specific reasons forythe decline often id&Tti-

,fies the influence of T\ and adxectising lingo and the impact of the
visual and aural communication (TV, again),
r Looking for it:alight spots in a dark picture, educators noted that
punctuation, capitalizati,m, xerb agreem6t,.and spelling seemed

to be well in hrda useful reminder tharfamiliarity with rules and
mechanics,of/Writing does not result in communication.

Educators and citizenstogetherwill have to make crucial
judgments. Is writing a skill valued by today's society? Is the wellvv ritteir, elegantly drafted letter to compete with the snappy telephone message? Are the schools to devote largeramelints of time
and energy to a skill that does not rate highly in the adult World of
work and social interaction?
The Wingspread panel on cornriunication believed that educatorts should not set educational 'goals by themselves, that parents and

the citizenry at large must have a voice in determining how the
schools should spend their resources and this point was especially

true with regard to writint.
25
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If writing is important t olociety, the schools can delis er,the skills

obably, the best way to develop them is to requir'e students to
sriend less time on rules and mechanics and more on writing itself
Here the,educator comes to a fork in the road Teachers can lead stu-

dents in the direction of writing for the pleasure di exprssion or
writing to communicate information on such topics as "How to
Reduce Litter in the Streets Is one direction better than the other?
Members of the communication panel expressed the belief tilia't

studats who write for pleasure and self-satisfaction learn to write
ually important, they write more and
with vigor and often beau
more willingly. Students .requirt o submit samples of "transactional" or ''here is how" writing to b judged by teachers for accuracy, detail, or procedure usually end up hating the whole business
of filling a page with sentences. Probably both types of writing
should be taught, but a first consideration is to help students feel
comfortable with composing sentences and putting words, in the
right place. "A desire to write is a basic in 'communication," said the
panel's chairman. "Parsing a sentence is not."

.

.
,

A rethinking of the communications skills may lead to reshu ffling
their basic elements. Speaking and listening skills Must be given a
place in thebasics not only foritheir own utility but bZcause they mhy
also promote reading and writing Communications's an activity that
involves .sending and receiving messages, using iounds, symbols,
images, movements, written and spoken, words, pauses, emphasis,
pitch, and stress. How these fotes-interact we know bul imperfectly
There is little evidence that memorizing rules, definitions, and parts
oi speech help the child communicate Such memorizing..may,,in
fact, block his will to do so. Actual experiences of reading4ziting,
speaking, and listening, guided by kesponsible teachers, provide'
the basics fn communication

Mathematics

'

Those few nidividuals Who would return to early phases of the
school curriculum mtght find it revealing to choose mathematics for
their backward journey. D6pending on how far backthey wish -to go,
they might arrive at a time when the arithmetic class was dominated
by such questikls as, How many firkins in five and three-fourths bar -'
26
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rels? How many puncheons would a farmer need lu transport 470
gallons of water from well to barn? \Ahat is the rule'uf three? Or they
might encounter the twit+ when mental arithmetic ("multiply 7.645
by-4.327") was a sign of high si.holarship. Or those years when arithmetic books were (Lammed ys rth problems insulsing pape.harcging,
ditch digging, railroaci,miledge. and the speed of.horsedrawn Car-

.

ridges. And in almost any yeor of generations past the bbserser
* would find the student's time and mind 0« upied with meaningless,
intmcate, and time-consuming Computation exercises do ipexpensive hand calculator now perforIns in a split second.
"Don't be silly. Of course we don't want tog() ba.k to calculating
firkins," back -to- basics advocates say. "V' e want to go back
But in which decadetcluring which gercerationwa's the mathematics
currrculum so exemplary as to vs.:trrant a backward journey ?Audi a
query glees point to the answering questicii used by many educators

when, asked to return to the basics. "Wherp is back?"
There was complete agreement ariesingspread that young children must be taught hcivs t add, subtract, multiply, and divide, and
this Nst he dune by gees
them the underlying pr inciples of these
processes insofar as y
Ig.minds can comprehend them, Did the
schools of a generation or two ago teach these fundamentals processes better thiri today's schools? Probably not BuNhgt is n'bt the
point
any school' today do-es not "give enough emphasis and
. enough time to these rudimentary mathematical processes, the error
can be correctedand mustt hrckigh school board policy, adminJstrativ,e rules, and faculty action. However, total and Sole emphasis
on these rudimentsUf mathernatic;;ur theamo're complex manifestations in the upper grades, does not serve the needs and interests
of today's children and tomorrow's adults. The automatic cash regis.
ters, the h d calculators, and the tomputer are here to prove it..
#4 What )srea basic in the mathemStics curriculuip of today, along
with the fu damental computational-skills., is the understanding
needed to utilize and master.these number machines.
bu ring the opening sessicins of the Wingspread conferente, one
mathematics educator offered thetsuggestion that a sound 64thematics curriculum can be constructed out of actiaties that give (,he

student a feel and sensitivity for quantity, magnitude, and size
Largeness and smallnessas expressed in the language of mathematics Such capa

s are indispensable in these days,w hen we deal
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calculate our real
with micrometers and light years, with mills to of governmental
estate tax, and with billions to comfirehend-the size
Wingspread participants heard, a mathematics
budgets. Further,
student's skill in,
.rriculum should include activities to develop a
and
seeing relationmaking rough estimates, in noting comparisons
speaker, that it would be
ships. "Per ". is such a useful word, said one

Considerable amount of school time to make sure
worth spending a
that every student, understands its implication
of skills of computaAll this does not downgrade the importance panel were close to
Wingspread
mathematics
tion. Members of the
of math when
the thinkihg of tht nation's teachers and supervisors
the
list
of
basic math=
they wholeheartedly included computation in
last. It was
first
On
'the
list,-rior
put
it
ematical skills. They.did not
today'selemenof
-therein the middleas an essential component
panel agreed that stuschool
curriculum:The
tary-and secondary
subtrac0i-'1, multiplication,
dents should gain factlity,with additibn,
decimals.
They should be able to
and &vision 'f whole numbers and
recognize:,and
deal with percompute with simple fractions and to
cents.
starting
Cbmputational skills, as the math panel saw it, represent a
students
need.
mathemaqs education today's

point for the better

no good to have the ability
But the,panel agated: "It will do citizens
computations to perform when
to compute iftheyi o not know What
... The pond-held calculator emphasizes the
. -they meet a problie
when to push what butneed for unders6nding One must- know
ton. . ."
for learning
Learning to solve problems is the principal reason
problems that
maintainednot
textbook
-mathematics, the panel
inside and outside textrequire a simple compdtation, but problems
Situation,
using
cormon sense and
a
, books that require analy.zmg
mor,',deciding what facts are needed, arrivlogit, applying trial and
these conclusions to
ing at tentative . conclusions, and subjecting
mustering of reason.
calls
first
for
the
scrutiny. Such a process
rieeds an alertness
Said the panel. In solving problems, a person
of results, ability to estimate and approximate,
rvo the reasonableness
from geomethe concepts of a three-dimensional world (stemming temperature.
distance, weight, time, and
try), and skill in measuring
cap'acities is the business of
The development of these resources and
.
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` classrooms trying to des elopbasic mathematical skills in children
and yoinh.
The twenty-first c entury is almost here. It will be a century when
verbal and written symbols will move over to make room for the visual image, a century m vv hich our ability to foresee and shape future
events will be crucial.inci above all the day of the computer. Therefore it is a matter of sury iv.a) to develop y'Yithin the student a set of
basic syls and knowledge that our parents yould but faintly perceilPc reading, interpreting, and communicating through tables,
charts, and graphs, using mathematics to predict, above all, learning
what the computer is and whit it is not, what it can do and cannot do,
and how to make it a servant instead of a master.

Science
Wheh Herbert Spencer asked, a century ago, what knowledge is
of most worth, he concluded that it was knowledge oh-science. In
choosing science as the basic, he may have been right or wrong. He
was definitely wrong, however, in his assumptiqn that scientific
knowledge was Amiable in. ready -made form and that its transmission from the pages of textbooks to the minds of students constituted
the study of science Spencer missed the point about the educative
value ofsciencea search for answers To a distressing extent, Spencer's error still permeates much of science instruction today.
Science panel members recognized that America's schools are
still addicted, for the most part, to the flawed view that science is d
collection of facts and descriptive detail to he memorized by the student This notion has to be rejected if the essential value of science
education is to Joe realized.
Like Spencer. many science educators today hold that science is
the basic Their reasons, brought up to date, stem from a conviction
that the surviy al of mankind on this globe depends on answers that
can be derived primarily from study of the sciences. Pollution, overpopulation, food and energy shortages, the'machine (civilian and
military) threaten global disastera disaster that can be averted only
if we make correct decisioris about our present and future.
Such decisions, science educators agree, are best when based on
information and predirrions derived from a study of the world and
theories about how it operates
When the science panel began its deliberations at Wingspread,
'29
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most of its members held these ki iews, or at least did not'disagree with

them. At thetarne time. they knew that other groups, in other rooms,
also regarded their sublet is itnd disciplines tci be as basic as science

for the eaUcation of the individual.
Very properly, the Science panel did not seek first place-for science in the curriculuma commendable attitude not always shown
by other panels for their subject matter
The panel stressed the importance of science in the development
of a thinking individual, saying that although science is only one`of
many ways to describe and learn about our worldsboth seen and
unseenits usefulness IA developing hinking individuals can hardly
be surpassed, Perhaps the study of science requires the absorption of
encyclopedic facts, Nat it also requires and develops an inquisitive
mind interacting with the world around it The science student
searches for knowledge, yesbut he alsp.sets out on a quest for predictions as to what canand might happen if the forces and building
blocks cif the universe were to be manipulated.
In the schools, science activity Might well parallel the activity of
thq strentists, the panel agreed. The scientific enterprise is ongoing,
endless, and open-ended. Its starting point is a questioning attitude
Questions and More questions, and the zeal and ability to ask them,
-are-characteristics of the scientific workshop, and should be the
characteristics of the science classroom. And along with the questioning cc:pale the gathering of evidence its exploration, observaflop, weighing, measwing, calculation, and estimation The process
of science then turns to the elimination of unneeded evidence and
the selection of what seems promising, for the scientist always has an
idea (sometimes clear, sometimes hazy) of what he wants or should
like to see happen In other words, he espouses a theoryand the.
payoff of scientific activity lies in the continual testing of thepr,y
against evidence
Even this brief description suggests the activism of science. "Scie nce deals mainly with verbs," said the panel. Its chairman went op
to explain, "Science is concerned with behaviors, with actions and
reactions terms applying both to the scientific worker and student,
as well as to the matter and nonmaiterWith which the individuals

work." \N hat is basic in science teaching and learning cannot be
placed between the covers of a book or on audrovisbl equipment
30
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The basics are the_.411s, attitudes, and understandinAs that can be
developed in students
Depending upon the student's,aw, said the panel, basic Science
-education should:
.,
.
1

.

Develop within a student abilities to inquire, to ask many

questions about what they see, hear., and read
2

(---

-.

Help students to choose questions for which they plan to

gather, data and from which they hope to Praw ,icinclusions.
3" Provide students with the skills necessary to get sufficiently
,quantitative data .to answer their initial questions.'
4. Help students_understand the major "laws of nature" and their
theoretical applications

5. Lead students to an understanding that scientific theory is

. man-. made and is subject to change, Sri(' that ,the "facts",about the-

universe, as we think we know them, m y have to be revised.
6 Help students develop sensitivity t the benefits and dangers
of the applications of science, applications that can bring benefits or

''

disaster!.

The panel further proposed that good science instruction should
help students gain a feeling of confidebce and competen'ce, and the

,attitude that al least some probluis, if not all, are capable of solu.
.non.

,,

As to "fringe benefits," science in the schools should develops
within students a willingness to extend their personal experience by
wide'reading and contacts with people and nature, and afwillinness
to communicate their interest in the world around them by writing,
talking, and listenmg.
Finally, it was the papers position that science education should
_.....--

expose students to possibilities of a lifetime scientific pursuit
whether as a profes (Thal career or as an [merest for adult life,'

G
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To and the Fundanientals in Student Development
ingspread panel assigned to consider "other basics" did not
feel it as wen the remnants of the curriculum pn the contrary,
here wa a M of basics that included the most valued goals of society,
the great ideas of Greco-Romp co, ilization;ihe moral teachings of
-the Judeo-Christian culture, and the most, restigious entries in the
great philosophical treatises and practical manuals on education
"We're sorry we had only it few hourS to (JO what the Cardinal
Principles commission of 1918 took weeks and months to do But we
may have reached about the same results," said the panel chaittnan,

The

He, then presented a set of basics agreed upon as ihdispensacole by his
)

panel:

4-leilth A sound mind in a sourithbody was an ancient goal in theeducation of youth,.Who,today would 41spute the wisdom tii,atits'
healthphV'Sical, mental,,and emotionalis a basic in education?Health insfruction 'and the inculcation of health habils have been
traditional in American schools In recent decades schools have,.
added safety, nutrition education, and physical fitness A 'sick chip. cannot yarn, nor con a hungry one or an angry one. All aspects -of
body, mind, and emotion are basic to effective learning,
TI-re health education and physical fitness curricula late; new
challenges year after year We have to cope with the sedentary habits
of children plugged into televiston, the menace of drugs, cigarettes,
and alcoholism, and the oqslaught of new chemicals in our food and

drink Health instruction all.butyndermined by fast-foods, poor
eating hIbits caused by either pcerty or affluence, the erosion of
open spces, 4,nd the poisoning of our air, water, and -lane} by the
waste and wastefulness of technology.
Health eiluc ors carry on a fundamental phase of ,schooling
32

when the people take toexamining the range of the curriculum and'
establish priorities, health education may well come out near the
top, or gt the top. ,f4s cs as the c asc: in 1918 when a nationglcOmmisston,
set forth the Seven Cardinal Principlcls of Education
Social and civic resp" onsibilit( They used to call it "cis lc education,- and its ingredients consisted mainly of descriptions of goy ern-.
ment and its functions Later dry called it "social studies," and
under this label wers_grouped gocernme t. geography, histery, and
tact to be,rnemori7ed by the ..
some economics providing a.body
' student
A

History, geography, (INA& s, and such latter-day subjects as prOb-

lems of democracy are us.eful resources for American children and
youth. The distressing fact is that memorization of dates, definitions,
<10 tbxtbook descriptains of how our society functions contributes
little to becoming a citizen with social and civic responsibility
The basics fpr today's citizinship education are

1. A familiarity with the real and the actual, knowing how the
political Tnd governmental nif)chiriery works on local, state, and
national and inLeknational levels
2. Direct contact and, if posse file, involvement with power struc\ tuies and socia? forces that affect our daily lives Whether it's in the
post office, the national credit bureaus, or the local board of aldermen, students should get as lot as possible o the operations of
"agene4es affecting their lives, in urdc to understand the inner Work:

ings ofsuch agencies
3 The ability` and the will to do something abOut the problems
that affect our lives, families, neighborhoods, and larger communities.

A readin -listening-talking Course in problems of-democracy
may do some good. But experiences that involve researching, deCimon making; and participating in both school and out-of-school ac,
Lions in citizenship will bring more lasting results.for social and civic
responsibility.
,
EconArnic capability A job 'is a prime ingredient in Our

,

preparaticin for a job has long been regarded as a major task of education in the United State. Through the years; Congress and the federal government have made vocational education their &filing. The
land-grant colleges were set up (1862) primarily to train farmers and
mechanics, the Smith-Hughes (1918) and s.Obsequent federal voca-
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tional acts have given our high schools modest resources to prepare
a small percentage of our youth ,for the world of work. The current
/much-publicized "career education" emphasis of the U S Office of
Educatton manifests a.continued interest in preparing youngsters for
work. With federal aid, both elementary and secondary schools have
started or expanded programs seeking to equip youngsters With

skills, .habits, and attitudes useful in the factory, shop, stbre, and
other places of work.
.iBut a worker trained for a job in 1977 ma?, find both his job and
the machines on which he was trainecibecoming obsolete within a
few years. Industries are born and die. jobs change, tome and go:
tihe specifications,for trades and craftsmanship are continually being
revised: and the tools and machines needed to prepare a youngster

for sophisticated types of occupations are not available to the

schools.
While career education is a basic for our schools, how to conduct
it is a complicated question. How much of the Fesponsibi4ity for
career education can and should the schools assume? Should_most
vocational education be acquired in industry and business outside
the school? Are guidance and vocational counseling the real bcisiness of the schools when it comes to career educOon? Is the best vocational education a general education?
These,are questions at the heart of vocational education, and it is
best not to leave the decisions to educators alone Parents, community leaders,.1egislators, and business, industry, and labor representa-

I tivesall must join in a search for answers. Although such joint deliberations are needed for every phase of the curriculum, they are
crucial for vocational education
fostering creativity When the PlIgrims loaded the Mayflower for
its historic sailing, they carried on

bard axes and hayforks, muskets

and fowling pieceswe know of no palette or paint brushes or a single fiddle. The separation of the arts from life was implanted on the
new shores and Puritan stress kept the arts out of the schools for generations When creative efforts firlally managed to seep into the Curriculum, they were kept apart from the ''main" or academic subjects
and frequently given the label of "frills "
The Wingspread participants do not' believor,that the arts are
either superfluous or pretentious The Wingspread panel included
arts as one of the basics, Saying they are not,expendable even in the
34
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face of budget stringencies This view, incidentally, was even more
strongly espoused at .tether conference by a group of prominent
businessmen, scientists. artists. and educators headed by David
Rockefeller, Jr. The Rockefeller group report (May 22, 1977) declared

that the arts, properly ta4ht, are basic to individual development,
since they more thin any other subject awaken all the sensesthe
learning pores." The Rockefeller group went on to say that the arts
music, painting, sculpture, drama. dance, poetry are not only valuable for their on sake but frequentlyiv help improve reading scores
and reduce school vandalism
Use of leisure By coincidence, two stories printed on the front
page of a majol metropolitan newspaper on May 29, 1977, told a
gooledeal about our use of leisure. The first item, headed,"To-Many,
Having Fin Means Taking a Risk," des( ribeehow Americans find joy
and excitement by foolhardy derring-doclimbing 100-story buildings and racing wildly in ,dinky little high-powered cars. The second,
headed ".Decline in Reading .of Classics in Public Scflools Causes
ConCern," reported that reading of European and American classics
has deChned in the public schools.

How one uses .his free time is a personal matter, unlessthe
leisure-time actos ay becomes a public nuisance or menace But edu-

cators have believed from time immemorial that the school should
help the individual learn to use his leisure for activities which recreate e..ceth lbody, mind, and spirit Properly used, leisure can enlarge

and enrich one's personality The school has a duty to help the individual to enjoy music, art, literature, and drama and te'develop'
iavocational interests that all for more than neck-breaking jaunts.
Humaneness Can the schoolsAo it? Can they at least help in the
great task of develpping in individuals the art of being human? Boccie
people despair of any real achievement by the schools, arguinglhat
it is a task for the home, the church, and the community at large.

Others, also despairing, addithat the weakened home of today and
the battered forces of religion are hardly equal to the challenge.
AMingspread panel took the position that humaness Is'an indispensable goal for American education, Black members of the groups
asked the rational question, all others supported them:
"IA, hat is the use of conducting a public school system if it dos
not tech students to treat the other fellow the way you like to be
treated, even though he may differ in race religion, notional origin,

3,34
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three Rs if we do'n't
Or social class? Of what value are the traditional
A'respect for human rights, respect for inteach students the basic

dividual conscience, respect.for

the qualities'that make each person

different from every other?"

the years
Ever _sympathetic to such views, the public schooli over
moraland
development of ethical character,

have undertaken the
education. The
spiritual values, hurvan relations, and intergroup
and the need for
the,,results
haye
been
skimpy,
,labels have differed,
.education remains as enormous as ever Here is .
human relations
people. Do paranother area that calls for the help anil action of the
school proconcerned
citizens
with
to
support
ents. taxpayers and
tOthesame`er-,
grams concerned With development of humaneness
of academic and votent that they would support the development
cational capacities?
and psychol-.
Poutive self-concept There is much that educators
But
they seem
ogists do-not know about the way learning takes place
That
child
learns
best'
to have one clue to the mysteries of education!
ability and who hal, a sense of self-esteem.
,who has confidence in his
the
Where these concepts are lacking, are damaged or destroyed,
self-concept
of learning is basic to achievement,..both

il-lear-aishort, a positive

.,

,

during the entire process
inside and outside the schoOl
knew this, they did not know of any
The Wingspread participants
positive
view of the individual Such conforrnal couts.es that teach a
teachers and administraceptsgrow and develop in schools where
and
where
each
student
is made to feel imtors respect youngsters
by sytnpathetic,
portant for what keys. Such concepts are nurtured
and by guiteachers.
by
wise
counselors,
supportive, and patient
potential, Coneach
child
recognize
his
dance workers who help
and sexist
versely, self-esteem is shaitered in schools where racist
sorted,
covertly;
where
students
are
. pretudils operate overtly or
preconceived roles that may do
labeled, tracked, arid-assigned to
damage to their latent.capacities.
associated with the high aspirations
'High 5elf-esteenis usually
fre-

essential toghAement. In education it is a basic ingredient too
quently overlooked
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Evolving Policy on the Basic in Education

.

The American schools, like all human institutions, suffer when they

are the object of tocynuch to-do and too little wisdom. They then
become the target of groups that believ e they can provide the single
.
,
light and the truth.
The public schools have recently been affected by spurts of
growth, bureaucracy, organization, systems, experts, apparatus,
court, decisions, laws, programs, and action for its own sakewith
too little attention to basic ideas for their goals and gbv.ernance.

Emergence of the back -to- basics movement l'ev idence that education is in a crisis of policy. Educational policy, fashioned by a partnership of professional and lay people, may set the schools on a proper course for at least he next decade or two.
Especially needed IS e*Kational policy to guide:

a redefinition of goals for the schoOls, and
a reexamination of the curriculum and the schools' programs
for student social and perso-ral development

,

Many expect such policy to come from "above"in high-level
pronouncements from government, foundations, national associations, and the writers of books. But there are other sources of Policy
..
1
i"
components.
'A good place to start is the local school. districtthe placeivdhere
the buck stops.
..,
The search for and the pursuit of the basic can get off to a practical
start around the school boarchahle-, in the superintendent's-nice,
among faculty,, parents, and other concerned citizens. Policy should
guide therr actions Wise policy on goals, on curriculum, and on the
school's role in preparing students for the future will go a libngyvay in
meeting both unjustified attacks and sincere criticism of the schools.
Sound school board policy does not come into being suddenly, it
--,
.
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does,not originate with hastily \.I.v.afted statements by the administra-

tion Ott board of 'education under the gunwhether the gun is held
by back-to-basics advocates or any other groupcannot fashion
good policy. A calm climatein and out of the board of education
sphereis essentiatfor thinking and reasoned discussion. Only then
can'the Board involve the public and listen carefully to alJ points of
view. The tactical guidelines below may help local school officials .
assure silch a climate when school critics become active.
Don't overreact or underreact to criticism or demands of basics
advocates: Don't panic and don't remain blase.
Avoid sloganeering 'Although back-to-the-basics is itself a sliigan,.(and a powerful one), don't respond Nth, "We're nibving
forwaril to the basics!" or We never left the basics... "Shouting matches do not promote the cause of education.
Don't leave the task of responding to the basics advoCates
- 'public relations "sphkespersons" or tofppecialists in subject.
matter, such as reading or math. It is a to for the board of eau)
cation and the administration. '
.
-7-Don't assume an adversary position. Basics advocates are parents, taxpayers, citizens, voters They fre not usually enemies
of the schools.

Avoid quick or partial responses to the demands fordonge in
the schools. It is a disservice to the children to install, under
pressure from special interest groups such measures as drill,
memorization, or subject matter that has-been jklged.unsuitable for today's children by properly :qualified w; encies.,
Listen to the basics advocates.vvith sympathy. Invite them to express their views at board meetings. Tey may have usef6I ideas
and practical suggestions Include them in the policy development process.

,Inrethinking policy on goals and progiams, local educators and
the community should search for the middle ground between 1)
those who insist thA the schools 'must reduce the variety, vagueness,
and grandiosity of their aspirations and 2) those who hold the posi,

tion that the schools are established for more than training An the
three Rs because the fundamental skills merely lay. the foundation
for realizing other sets of basics, ranging from health thtough pose.
tive self-concept.
38
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The fundamentalists may be right in saying that the schools have
taken on too many goals, have promised too much, have raised the
hopes of people too high Too many goals mean too many programs.

of which only a few cart be properly implemented in the relatiy*ly
brief hours that children spend in school Wingspread participants
heard that between 1964 and-1977 the number ofhigh school course's
and offerings has increased from LOBO to 2.000. Many worthy areas of

study were_addedfrom courses on drug abue to enyirunmental
education. This YY as in Line with the trerid callin/ upon the classroojiii
to do something abOut each of society's ills. It s a trend that shoOr

. be subjected to review
As local school of ficials,deyelop polity, thr e articles of conyiiinon may
establish unity among diverse el ments of the puVit,
as serve as starting points for effectisi,epr gramsof education.
0 well as

But it would not be enough fora board of ed cation merely tc7 incorporate the following articles into. its pulicj manual. The board;
.must lead community discussions and see that t epeople both know

and join with their positions.

it

The first business of-the st hoofs is to equiir all children with the
skills, tools, and attitudes tthit will lay the basis'for learning now and

lem.
1

in the future This meatis giving highest priori y to developing skills
in reading, writing, speaking, listening, ands() ving numerical prob,

'

.

,

\

Board policy can see to it that initial claims 9n the community's

resources are made for the resatzoatirrrt?f these pr\orities. School dol-

tars, school talent, school time, and whateye proram innovations
are required gnus be concentrated on then top-rShkin! goats.

.

.

That's what the schools are for No student should beloy-passed Or
left out of the..schools' effort-s' to teach the fundamental' skills. Board
policy must assure that st hooling for basichteracy will reach
all stu,
dents, in a1,1 neighborhoods, and from all honles.

"Training for *racy ..is the down payment,
the earrtyst money
s
the schools must lay out to get the community's support fo1Ir tNri
other, and equally important. goals and prog(rams," said one Wing-,
spread participant
2. Children need more than literacy. The schools neeckto give
them opportunity to develop their capacities for thinking, working,
creating, and gaining satisfaction out of life, each in his or her on
way
39
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Here is where board policy bec-omes more concerned with the
individuarthan with subject matter The child becomes the center

and the focus.of the educational resources of the district And
whether the child is average, gifted, or frandicappcid, board policy
underwrites the community's intention to serve the child Such policy does not look backward, it looks at the child and his future

3 The schools cannot take on the burden of solyingall of society's

problems, they cannot spend their resoitt«)s on challenges that

more properly belong to the home, fancily, workplace, the church or
slmagogue, government. arzi othertigent les and institutions But the
schools can and will em mirage c ommunity participation in the education of the young
'Beard policy s ould tell the community about the School's limitations as well as s capacities, and through its policies the board can
discourage attitudes among-faculty and administration that resulj in
the addition of educational programs too ambitious for the scbool
di3trict alone to assume
Some local school boards are reluctant policy makers, especially
when it comes tO goals and curriculum. State officials are not so reluctant. During this decade state agencies have leaped forward as
p8licy makers, establishing, minimum competency standards and
prpticiency testing for promotion and high school graduation
The speed with which state legislatures and state departments
have mandatikl measures for the public schools ysiit a concern of

Wingspread participants, prompting questions and eliciting cautions. Here's a sample,

States should avoid a bandwagon approach to minimum competency laws and mandates. There are no ready-made models.
for minimum competency legislation: There are (however,

such complex questions as, Who is to determine what the
minimum skills are to be? Will.the minimum skills demanded
by law be the same ones a fast-changing society will require or
will value for a reasonable length of time?i
-The difficulties imposed on Alocal school boards by minimum
competency legislation should not be under'estimated Hence
state authorities should work intclose cooperation with local
school officials when considering such "laws or rulings The
401
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views of the visible and audible lobbying groups should be
balanced with the views of the silent majority, which may, in
in the main, seriously question the minimum competency
movement.
Statewide policy should recognize that minimum.achievement
gcials will not satisfy the aspirations/if Most Americans.,Policies
should provide for means ttiencourage schools to *c. beyond
the minimums.
Statewide policy should recognize that some students will fall
shOrt of minimum contiletency. LOCal schools will need gqidelines froM the states on what to do about these students
State educatio5 policy makeis should be aware that competency-bound education, with its reliance on tests, could triv-

,

ialite the curriculum Tests ace useful instruments, they can
also be damaging. State laws and rulings sh
incomprate
restraints and standards in testing for competency.
Remedial courses in basics may be a necessary adjunct of mini-

mum competency provisions. But there is a risk that the
schools will devote too many of their resources-.to reinediation Legislatures should keep in mind, that adequate state
support for education reduces the need for remedial courses.
Social promotion has weaknesses. Still, it is,deeply ingrained in
the American system° of education Changes' in promoting,st udents froth grade to grade should be made slowly and always
with sensitivity to local practices and parental wishes.

The high school is one of the most respected of educational .institutions, and standards for graduation-hate developed ov,,,,L,
many generations. People from all walks of life should have a
say under what conditionsa diploma is to be granted or denied
to an American youth State laws and rulings should guorantee
thepeople'sright to set standards for high school graduation.
Policy discussions on the basic> in education invariably come to
ttie fact that for a number'
rs the scores of students taking the
Stholastic Aptitude T
r admission to college have de(S
clined. On the reco , thi# ecline is obvious and real. lt started in
1967 and has corilinued until 1976, the last year for whiclidata are
--available The scores shbls, that both males and females have been
doing less well, year by year, in tests measuring verbal and mathe-
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matical achievement. The news media have given this wide publicity
that much is
Critics of the schoOls cite the downward slide as proof
education, that there is a decline in
seriously wrong with American
learning, and that there must be a return /o basics.

The Wingspread conference spent many hours on this topic

Examination Board (CEEB) and
Specialists from the College Entrance
facts
and led the conference in an
testing agencies brought many
trend.
No final reply wag available
exploration' of the reasons for the
conference,
because
the
question was Onder study
at the time of the
by the CEEB and a report was to be;
by a national panel appointed
satisfactory excome available late in 1977. Possibly, no completely
Onation will ever be found for the downw*ard,slide in SAT scores.
Theories abound, and they are usually stated as questions: Have the
teaching
SAT tests changed? Have th4 students changed? Has
students
taking
the
tests?
Are
more
stuchanged? Are fewer bright
,taking the test? Or, as some
dents with jow scholastic competence
educators suggest seriously, Is thedecline in part determined by the
major upheavals in society--zwar, the civil rights movement, and
the youth revolt against the Establishment?
Test scores, like the role of tests themselves, can be overstressed.
TheiVV,ingspread conference urged that professional and lay groups
continue to study carefully not so much the trend in scores as the
trend in real learning now going on in the schools and in institutions'
defined
outsideithe schoOls. Learning, said one Wingspread panel, if
considers important, may not be ade-

by what society currently

quatitly meastrred by SAT tests'
SchOlastic aptitude test kores for colltge-bound students may,
doing, bu' t they
at times, give a fair indication of what the schools are
doing. That is
what
the
schools
should
be
do not necessarily indicate
is
alob.for the makersof educational policy. And educational policy
be)left to test makers and test givers. It is also too
too important to
important to'be left solely to profession-aals and experts, or solely to
lawmakers and political leaders, or to pleaders of special nterests

and promoters of special causes.
clue, can
No single grtiup, with a single point of view or a single
faced
in
American
education
I provide the answers to the problems
day.

.

No single solutiOn, no single remedy, will work.
71-he Wingspread participants stressethhat the problem of getting
42
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at the basics in education belongs as much to the public as to the
schools, as much to the local board of education as,to the states and
federal government, and as much to the classroom practitioner alto
the academic and professional association. The Wingspread Conference confirmed the importance of the problem and called for acLion on many fronts.
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